This paper presents an algorithm to compute an approximation to the general sweep boundary of a 2D curved moving object which changes its shape dynamically while traversing a trajectory. In e ect, we make polygonal approximations to the trajectory and to the object shape at every appropriate instance along the trajectory so that the approximated polygonal sweep boundary is within a given error bound > 0 from the exact sweep boundary. The algorithm interpolates intermediate polygonal shapes between any two consecutive instances, and constructs polygons which approximate the sweep boundary of the object.
Introduction
The sweep operation to generate a new solid by sweeping an object along a space curve trajectory supplies a natural design tool in solid modeling. The simplest sweep is linear extrusion de ned by sweeping a 2D object along its normal direction. Rotational sweep is another simple sweep de ned by rotating a 2D object about an axis. Though simple, these two sweeps are very popular in real applications. Sweeps whose generating area or volume changes in size, shape, and orientation as they are swept and that follow an arbitrary curved trajectory are called general sweeps 8] . General sweeps of solids are useful in modeling the region swept out by a machine-tool cutting head or robot following a path. Generalized cylinders of computer vision are general sweeps of parametrized 2D area at right angles along an arbitrary curve. Being the simplest of general sweeps, generalized cylinders are somewhat easy to compute. However, general sweeps of solids are di cult to compute since the trajectory and object shape may make the sweep object self-intersect 8] . In this paper, we consider a rather simple special case of general sweep, i.e., sweeping a 2D curved object with dynamically changing shape in its own plane and thus generating another 2D curved object. Figure 1 shows an example of this 2D general sweep.
We can demonstrate an example of geometric shape design where the 2D general sweep is more natural than the boundary representation. Figure 2 illustrates one of the problems one often encounters while designing shapes with boundary representations. It shows two shapes and their corresponding boundary representations. The shape in (a) is represented with 12 B ezier cubic curve segments as shown in (c), where the control polygons with their control vertices are also shown. The shape in (b) is similarly represented with the same number of B ezier cubic curve segments as shown in (d). This kind of representation for a curved shape has been studied extensively and widely used 1, 6, 35] . To humans, however, it is not easy to use; (a) and (b) nearly make no di erence between them, but their boundary representations are quite di erent|the curve segments in (c) form a loop, whereas those in (d) form two disjoint loops. This means that one cannot simply modify (a) to construct (b), rather he/she has to create a new shape, even if he/she has already designed many similar geometric shapes.
The problem arises from the fact that, for some geometric shapes such as the brush strokes used in graphic arts, the boundary modeling tool is not quite natural to a human. In fact, one would not consider a brush stroke as composed of curve segments that represent the boundary, rather he/she would think of the overall shape of the brush around the central skeletal curves. This inconsistency could be resolved when one can use the sweep operation as a design tool. With a sweep operation, one can de ne brush-style shapes in a natural manner. The designer does not need to think of every detail of the boundary, instead he/she only needs to think of the skeletal structure of the overall shape and appropriate brushes with which to paint along the skeleton. 
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Figure 3: Successive modi cations on the shapes in Figure 2 designed with sweep operations. Figure 3 illustrate this point clearly. It tells us that if a shape is de ned in a natural manner to its characteristics, its modi cation as well as its creation could be far more easier and e cient. Hence, it would be desirable to have a procedural modeling tool which allows to describe a brush-style geometric shape in a natural way for humans and further converts this description to its boundary representation which can be easily supported by the standard graphics libraries such as GKS and PHIGS and the page description language PostScript. As an e ort toward this provision, we develop in this paper an e cient algorithm to compute a polygonal approximation to the 2D general sweep boundary. We also developed a theoretical algebraic algorithm to compute the exact general sweep boundary 21] . There are, however, many practical limitations in implementing the exact algorithm as discussed in x 2. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In x 2 we describe some of the related problems which are also very important in other applications. As it turns out to be, these problems are the special cases of the general sweep. We also review the previous results on these problems. In x 3 we describe how to approximate the general sweep boundary by simple polygon(s) within a given error bound >0, and in x 4 we present implementation details of the algorithm. In x 5 we discuss the time complexity of the algorithm, and in x 6 we demonstrate a few applications of the algorithm in 2D graphics modeling and robotics. Finally, in x 7 we conclude the paper.
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2 Related Problems and Previous Works
There are many computational geometry problems closely related with that of computing general sweeps. They have various important applications in computer graphics, CAD/CAM, and robotics, etc. Among the simplest is the 2D constant radius o setting which is the sweep of a constant-radius circular disc along a 2D curve trajectory. The o set curves can be used for automatic generation of NC machining tool paths in CAD/CAM. There are also various other applications of o set curves in modeling geometric uncertainty tolerancing 33, 34] , solid smoothing, lleting, and blending 36, 37] , etc. However, even for low degree algebraic curves, the corresponding o set curves have relatively high algebraic degrees. For example, the o set curve of parabola has degree 6 7] . Since high degree algebraic curves are not easy to compute and manipulate, Ho mann 16, 17] suggested a numerical algorithm to approximate the o set curves of algebraic curve trajectories. When the moving object has a xed shape with algebraic boundary curves, its exact sweep boundary curves are given by simultaneous algebraic equations. Closed-form algebraic curve equation in terms of x and y can be obtained by eliminating redundant variables from the simultaneous equations 2]. However, the variable elimination methods currently available, such as Sylvester resultant or Gr obner basis, are computationally quite expensive and sometimes produce extraneous solutions 17, 18] . Based on a robust curve tracing along the intersection curve determined by n?1 algebraic constraint hypersurfaces in n-dimensional variable space, the numerical algorithm of 16, 17] can be used to approximate the boundary curves. This approximation method is general in that it is applicable to any geometric problem whose solution is represented as a simultaneous system of algebraic equations. However, the details of this procedure involve quite intricate intermediate steps and it is not easy to determine the correct global topology of sweep boundary in some complicated cases. Thus, we need a new approximation method which is e cient and also reliable in determining the global topology.
For two objects A and B, their convolution A B = f a + b j a 2 A and b 2 B g, see 13] , which is also known as Minkowski addition or dilation in mathematical morphology 10, 11] , is essentially the sweep of A over the region B, and its boundary is a subset of the sweep boundary of A swept along the boundary of B. Using the Minkowski addition and decomposition shape operators, Ghosh 10, 11] developed an algebraic system of geometric shapes in which one can add and subtract geometric shapes exactly as one adds and subtracts numbers, and demonstrated that the Minkowski operators can be used e ectively in unifying and reformulating a number of important problems such as geometric modeling, computer-aided type design, graphic arts, image processing, spatial planning, and computational geometry. Most previous works on convolution and Minkowski operations 10, 11, 13], however, have been mainly concentrated on investigating the mathematical structures of these operations. Further, the construction algorithms for these operations are usually limited to polygonal and polyhedral objects 14]. Thus, it is very important to develop e cient construction algorithms to support the convolution and Minkowski operations on curved objects. Then, simply by taking the vector sums of the two corresponding boundary points, the boundary of A B can be easily approximated with these points of vector sums. For 3D convex solids A and 4 B, Bajaj and Kim 3] approximate the convolution solid A B in terms of the polyhedral surface determined by these discrete points. However, for non-convex solids A and B, some of these points and the corresponding polyhedral surface patches may belong to the convolution interior. Further, the elimination of these redundant interior points and surface patches is non-trivial since their intersections may have complex topological structures in space. For 2D objects A and B, it is possible to detect and eliminate these redundancies by using a plane sweep algorithm similar to the one discussed in this paper, also see 20, 26, 32] . Using this method, we can approximate the convolution A B within arbitrary precision (though limited by the machine precision) simply by generating and adding dense boundary points of A and B. There is no di culty in determining the correct global topology of convolution boundary.
An application of convolution computation is to generate the C-space (Con guration space) obstacles. The C-space obstacle models the collision space for a robot moving among xed obstacles 29]. For a moving object A with its reference point at the origin and an obstacle B, the corresponding C-space obstacle is (?A) B. Further, the constant radius o setting of a curve C by a radius r is also a special case of convolution, i.e., it is B r (0) C where B r (0) is the disc of radius r with its center at the origin. Note that these arguments hold in 3D as well as in 2D applications.
Thus, in 2D, the method of 22, 27] can be used e ectively to approximate the constant radius o setting of curve pro les and the C-space obstacles for curved moving object and obstacles.
The convolution A B is essentially the sweep of a rigid object A moving with xed orientation over a region B. Allowing non-rigid exible moving object which changes its position, orientation, and size simultaneously while moving along an arbitrary trajectory curve would make the sweep computation more powerful and interesting 10]. Most of the previous works on sweep computation are concentrated on the case of moving objects with xed shapes in 2D and 3D, see 9, 25, 38, 41, 42] . Korein 25] computes the exact 2D sweeps of planar revolute chains and approximates the revolute and spherical sweeps of 3D polyhedra by another polyhedra. Ganter 9] approximates the sweeps of convex polyhedra under general rigid motions by triangulating between motion silhouettes of the moving polyhedra at nite instances. Wang and Wang 41] generate the sweep boundary surface patches for the moving solid with a xed orientation. Weld and Leu 42] represent the sweep of a moving polyhedron in terms of the sweeps of its faces and generate its sweep boundary as the union of the ruled surface patches generated by the edges and the developable surface patches generated by the faces. Sambandan 38] improves the method of Weld and Leu 42] by suggesting a higher order local analysis criterion which can easily determine and eliminate some redundant surface patches. Sambandan 38] also presents an algorithm which can generate the generalized planar sweeps of polygons in boundary representations. The algorithm is, however, limited to working on the sweep volumes with no holes. Ling 28] approximates the sweep boundaries of planar convex links in the plane.
Compared with the feasibility of generating planar sweep regions in terms of boundary representations as discussed in the above papers 25, 28, 38] and also as suggested by the method to be presented in this paper, most of the above methods 9, 25, 38, 41, 42] have di culties in generating the solid sweeps in boundary representations. The solid sweep boundary generation involves quite intricate decision steps which compute the intersection curve segments among the candidate sweep boundary surface patches and determine the correct topology among the surface patches on the sweep boundary. However, this global trimming process to eliminate the redundant surface patches contained in the sweep interior is quite di cult to implement robustly since the sweep surfaces are usually very high degree algebraic surfaces. Thus, the previous algorithms 9, 38, 41, 42 ] generated only the raster images of the sweep volumes using various hidden surface elimination algorithms such as ray casting.
As an attempt towards developing algorithms to compute the general sweeps of rigid and nonrigid curved objects, Kim and Moon 23] presented an algorithm to compute the boundary of purely rotational sweep volume for a 2D curved object. One nice thing about the rotational sweep is that its boundary consists of the original curve segments possibly rotated and certain circular arcs. Thus, the sweep boundary has at most the same degree as the original object boundary for curved object, and it has only circular arcs and line segments for polygonal object. Since this algorithm can be applied recursively to another exact 2D rotational sweep boundary, Kim and Moon 23] extends the result of Korein 25] to the more general case of computing the exact 2D sweeps of planar revolute manipulators consisting of arbitrary polygonal and curved shape links. Recently, Kim, Ahn, and Lim 21] presented an exact algebraic algorithm to compute the general sweep boundary of a 2D curved object which moves along a given trajectory curve while changing its shape dynamically. Thus, in a theoretical sense, this algorithm 21] is an improvement over the previous algorithms of Ling 28] and Sambandan 38] , since it considers more general object motions with dynamic shape changes. As with the cases of the o set curves and the convolution boundary curves, the general sweep boundary curves have high algebraic degrees and thus it is necessary to approximate these curves e ciently for practical applications. Since the moving object changes its shape, the simple classi cation of 2] for the convolution boundary does not hold. Thus, the simple approximation method of 22, 27] is not applicable to this case and we need to develop a new approximation method. The algorithm presented in this paper is such an algorithm which approximates the 2D general sweep boundary of 2D curved object e ciently. Using the plane sweep algorithm 32] as a basic geometric reasoning paradigm to construct the sweep boundary, our algorithm can construct the boundary edge cycles for the inner holes as well as the outermost boundaries. A similar reasoning paradigm for the 3D sweep boundary, i.e., the space sweep algorithm 15], should be implemented robustly so that the 3D sweep boundary can be computed with a correct topology.
The above algorithms compute the sweep boundaries, either exactly or approximately, and with some redundant surface patches in the 3D case. These boundaries can be fed as inputs into another geometric operations such as translation, rotation, scaling, and even the sweep operation itself. In this sense, the computation results should be object models rather than displayed images. When the objective is only to display the sweep results, it can be far more easier to do the required computations. For example, Van Wijk 40] demonstrated a ray tracing algorithm to display the general sweep volume of sphere moving along 3D curve trajectory while changing its radius dynamically. Though the exact sweep boundary consists of high degree algebraic surface patches, the ray intersection computation essentially considers only the general sweep restricted to the one-dimensional ray and determines its extreme end points.
Related with the computation of general sweep, Ghosh and Mudur 12] suggested an algorithm to compute the closed-form analytic curve equation of brush-trajectory boundary for brushes with dynamically changing shapes. However, there are two limitations in their algorithm. First, the derived curve equations are complex analytic equations, and thus it would not be easy to implement e cient and robust algorithms for them. Second, to simplify the derivation of equation, they assumed that the shape change of brush is su ciently small compared with the position change of brush on the trajectory curve. These assumptions may not hold when we consider a dramatic change of brush shape such as at the bending of oriental character stroke. 3 General Sweep Boundaries
Problem De nition
Given a description of an object whose shape changes dynamically as a function of time, and a trajectory along which the object moves, we consider how to compute the boundary of the area that is swept by the object while it moves along the trajectory.
Let S(t) describe the shape of an object at time t, and C(t) be the trajectory along which the object reference point traces, for t 2 a; b]. Without loss of generality, we may assume that S(t) represents the set of points on the object at time t with its reference point at C(t). Further we may assume that S(t) is connected, closed, and bounded. We denote the region swept by S(t), for t 2 a; b], as S(a; b).
Sweep Tube
As a conceptual aid in describing the problem, we introduce the concept of sweep tube. When the object S(t) moves along the trajectory as t varies in the interval a; b], the object motion generates a three dimensional sweep tube in the xyt-space by lifting the object S(t) by a distance t along the t-axis; see Figure 4 . We denote the lifting of S(t) as S 3 (t), and the sweep tube as S 3 (a; b): S 3 (t) = S(t) ftg = f(x; y; t) j (x; y) 2 S(t)g S 3 (a; b) = a t b S 3 (t)
Sweep Region
The sweep tube S 3 (a; b) thus generated consists of t-slices for t 2 a; b], and each t-slice can be projected back onto the xy-plane to t the object S(t) in motion at time t. The area swept by the object is, then, essentially the projection of this three dimensional sweep tube onto the xy-plane. Let 2 denote the canonical projection map from the xyt-space onto the xy-plane that maps (x; y; t) 7 2 < 3 to (x; y) 2 < 2 , and S 2 (t) and S 2 (a; b) be the projections of S 3 (t) and S 3 (a; b) respectively. Thus, we have S 2 (t) = 2 S 3 (t) = 2 (S(t) ftg) = S(t) S 2 (a; b) = 2 S 3 (a; b) = 2 a t b S 3 (t) = a t b 2 S 3 (t) = a t b S 2 (t) = a t b S(t) = S(a; b) Further, let C i (t) = C(t), for t i t t i+1 , be the subcurve of C(t) between the two curve points C(t i ) and C(t i+1 ). Then, the di erence between C i (t) and L i (t) can be measured as C;i (t) = kC i (t) ? L i (t)k; for t i t t i+1 : If the maximum di erence C;i = max t i t t i+1 C;i (t) is larger than a given error bound C >0, the subinterval t i ; t i+1 ] is further subdivided into two subintervals t i ; t i ] and t i ; t i+1 ], where t i is such that C;i ( t i ) = C;i , or equivalently 2 C;i ( t i ) = 2 C;i ; also see 5] . The subdivision is done recursively on each resulting subinterval until all subintervals have their maximum di erences C;i 's smaller than C . Since the distance kC i (t) ? L i (t 0 )k between each curve point C i (t) and the line segment L i is always smaller than the di erence C;i (t), for t i t t i+1 , the maximum distance
between the curve segment C i and the line segment L i is also smaller than the given error bound C . Thus, the sweep region obtained by tracing the object S 2 (t) along the approximated polygonal trajectory L i (t)'s instead of the original curve trajectory C(t) is within a maximum deviation C from the original sweep region.
Since the trajectory curve C(t) is continuous, it is not easy to subdivide the time interval with an optimal number of subintervals. Thus, we do a suboptimal subdivision as follows. We start with a trivial subdivision, i.e., a = t 0 < t 1 = b, and recursively subdivide the time interval as discussed above. This method was essentially suggested by Elber and Cohen 5] when they approximate a high degree o set curve with cubic B-spline curve segments. This subdivision method, however, is quite expensive since each subdivision step computes the maximum value of C;i (t) and the associated t value. For a cubic trajectory curve C(t), the function 2 C;i (t) becomes a degree 6 polynomial in t, and its maximum and the associated t value can be computed by using both symbolic and numerical computations. In our implementation, we approximate the maximum di erence C;i and the associated t value by generating dense t values on t i ; t i+1 ] and taking the maximum of the C;i (t)'s on these discrete values.
Another method to subdivide the curve C(t) using monotonicity is that, after subdividing the curve C(t) into monotone subsegments, we do a coordinated numeric curve tracing along C(t) to determine each subdivision point. That is, on a monotone curve C(t), after t i is determined, we trace along C(t) while coordinating with another tracing along C( t), for t i t t, so that the tangent C 0 ( t) is always parallel to the direction C(t) ? C(t i ) until we reach the point C(t), where the distance between C( t) and the line segment connecting C(t i ) and C(t) becomes C ; also see 27].
Approximation of S 2 (t i ) with a Simple Polygon
In the second step, using a similar method as above, each object shape S 2 (t i ) can be approximated by a simple polygon P 2 (t i ) within a given error bound D > 0. By reparametrizing the boundary curve of each S 2 (t) if necessary, we may assume that the boundary of S 2 (t) is parametrized by a closed curve D t (s), for c s d. Each and s 0 i = c; s n i i = d. After constructing a simple polygon P 2 (t i ) with vertices p k 2;i = D t i (s k i ) as discussed above, we construct next simple polygon P 2 (t i+1 ) approximating the object shape S 2 (t i+1 ) as follows. The inductive construction step starts with i = 0, and proceeds up to i + 1 = 1; : : :; m. We rst construct a polygon P 2 (t i+1 ) with vertices p k 2;i+1 = D t i+1 (s k i ), for k = 0; : : :; n i ?1. If this polygon P 2 (t i+1 ) is not simple, it can be made to be simple by adding extra vertices to the boundary curve D t i+1 (s) of the object S 2 (t i+1 ), see 4] . Using a similar method as above, the resulting polygon P 2 (t i+1 ) is further re ned on each edge e k 2;i+1 whose di erence from the boundary curve segment i . Let n i+1 be the number of vertices in the nal resulting simple polygon P 2 (t i+1 ) with vertices p k 2;i+1 = D t i+1 (s k i+1 ), for some c s k i+1 d and k = 0; : : :; n i+1 ?1. Note that s k i 6 = s k i+1 and n i 6 = n i+1 in general.
There is no one-to-one correspondence between the vertices and edges of the two simple polygons P 2 (t i ) and P 2 (t i+1 ) thus constructed. By adding extra vertices to the edges of the two polygons 9 P 2 (t i ) and P 2 (t i+1 ) if necessary, however, we can construct two consecutive simple polygons P respectively.
We construct a linear interpolation P 3;i (t), t i t t i+1 , of the two simple polygons P 3 (t i ) and P 3 (t i+1 ) with their vertices and edges in one-to-one correspondence. Each vertex p k 3;i (t) of P 3;i (t), for k = 0; : : :; n i ?1, is constructed by a linear interpolation of the two corresponding vertices p k is larger than a given error bound V , we subdivide the time interval t i ; t i+1 ] into two subintervals t i ; t] and t; t i+1 ] at t, such that V;i = k; V;i ( t), for some 0 k n i ?1, and repeat the previous polygon approximation procedure at t. Figure 5 shows an example of the subdivision process discussed above, where the sweep boundaries are approximated with various 's. Each polygonal object along the trajectory corresponds to the object instance at each t i , i = 0; : : :; m. Note that, for simplicity, each polygon has 2 k i vertices for some integer k i > 1, and in some instances there are two di erent polygons corresponding to P + 2 (t i ) and P ? 2 (t i ) respectively.
Polyhedral Approximation of the Sweep Tube
Now we consider how to approximate S 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) by a polyhedron P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ), and thus the sweep tube S 3 (a; b) by P 3 (a; b) = m?1 i=0 P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ). We de ne the outer (resp. inner) polyhedral boundary surface @P + 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) (resp. @P ? 3 (t i ; t i+1 )) of the polyhedron P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) as a union of F k;+ Figure 6 as an illustration of the notations for n i = n i+1 = 6. Note that, in Figure 6 (a), the bottom and top polygons P 3 (t i ) and P 3 (t i+1 ) are not included, but their boundary edges are drawn in bold lines, and hidden lines are drawn dotted. The boundary edges of P 2 (t i ) and P 2 (t i+1 ) are also drawn in bold lines in Figure 6 (d). We compute a polygonal approximation of the sweep region S 2 (a; b) by projecting the polyhedron P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) onto a polygon P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) = 2 P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ); i = 0; 1; : : :; m?1, in the xy-plane. We derive some characteristics of the projected polygon P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) in the following.
Lemma 3.1 P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) = P 2 (t i ) P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) P 2 (t i+1 ) Proof: The polyhedron P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) is bounded by the polyhedral surface P 3 (t i ) @P + 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) P 3 (t i+1 ). When a polyhedron is projected onto a plane, only its boundary faces need be projected, since any point interior to the polyhedron is projected inside the polygonal region where the boundary polyhedral surface is projected. Thus, we have P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) = 2 P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) = 2 P 3 (t i ) 2 f@P + 3 (t i ; t i+1 )g 2 P 3 (t i+1 ) 2 P 3 (t i ) 2 P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) 2 P 3 (t i+1 ) = P 2 (t i ) P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) P 2 (t i+1 ): Further, since the sets P 3 (t i ), P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ), and P 3 (t i+1 ) are subsets of P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ), we have P 2 (t i ) P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) P 2 (t i+1 ) = 2 fP 3 (t i ) P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) P 3 (t i+1 )g 2 P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) = P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ):
When we project a solid polyhedron onto a plane, we can safely exclude the interior and one of its faces from projecting and still have the same projection image. This is clear if we think of a straight ray that carries a point in the polyhedron to the projected point in the plane. It meets the surface of the polyhedron at least twice by counting the intersection multiplicities appropriately. This means that any point on the projection image is coming from at least two points on the boundary surface of the polyhedron. On the other hand, removing the interior and one face from the polyhedron could possibly remove at most one such point from the boundary surface of the polyhedron.
Lemma 3.2 P 2 (t i+1 ) P 2 (t i ) P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) Proof: By excluding the interior and the face P 3 (t i+1 ) of P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) from projecting, we have P 2 (t i+1 ) P 2 (t i ) P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) P 2 (t i+1 ) = 2 fP 3 (t i ) P 3 (t i ; t i+1 ) P 3 (t i+1 )g = 2 fP 3 (t i ) P 3 (t i ; t i+1 )g = P 2 (t i ) P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ): 14 Corollary 3.3 P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) = P 2 (t i ) P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) Proof: This follows from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. Corollary 3.4 P 2 (t k+1 ) P 2 (t 0 ) f k i=0 P 2 (t i ; t i+1 )g, 0 k < m. Proof: The proof is by an induction on k. For k = 0, P 2 (t 1 ) P 2 (t 0 ) P 2 (t 0 ; t 1 ). Assuming P 2 (t j+1 ) P 2 (t 0 ) f j i=0 P 2 (t i ; t i+1 )g, for 0 j < k, we have P 2 (t k+1 ) P 2 (t k ) P 2 (t k ; t k+1 ) P 2 (t 0 ) f k?1 i=0 P 2 (t i ; t i+1 )g P 2 (t k ; t k+1 ) = P 2 (t 0 ) f k i=0 P 2 (t i ; t i+1 )g:
Since each polygonal projection P 2 (t i ; t i+1 ) approximates the sweep region S 2 (t i ; t i+1 ), for i = 0; : : :; m?1, we can approximate the sweep region S 2 (a; b) by the polygonal projection P 2 (a; b) = a; b) ), which is a contradiction to the assumption p 2 Bdr (P 2 (a; b) a; b) ), i.e., they do not belong to Bdr (P 2 (a; b) ).
Proof: There are four adjacent convex hulls, i.e., V k 1 2;i and V k 2;i 1 , which may share a common boundary edge with the convex hull V k 2;i . Since the boundary edges are directed counterclockwise along the convex hull boundary, the region to the left of the edge e k;j 2;i (resp. e k 1;j 0 a; b) ), i.e., they do not belong to Bdr(P 2 (a; b)).
Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8.
Among degenerate solids which we have considered as in nitely thin solids, there are some which enclose no areas when projected. Since these do not contribute to the interior of the sweep region, we classify on them and add only the appropriate boundary segments to meet the conditions of Theorem 3.6; see Figure 11 (b).
Let CE 2 (a; b) be the set of candidate boundary edges for Bdr(P 2 (a; b)) which are obtained from the set of directed edges f n 0 ?1 k=0 e k 2;0 g f m?1 i=0 n i ?1 k=0 4 j=1 e k;j 2;i g after eliminating the redundant edges which are classi ed to be contained in Int(P 2 (a; b)) by the above two criteria of Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.9. Consider CE 2 (a; b) as a geometric planar graph of directed line segments on the Euclidean plane < 2 in which the vertices and the intersection points of edges are nodes of the graph and the nodes are connected by directed edges. Thus, we may assume there are no intersections between any two edges in the graph except at the nodes. When the object shape S(t) do not change dramatically, most of the directed edges e k;j 2;i 's on the convex hull boundaries Bdr(V k 2;i )'s, for k = 0; : : :; n i ?1, and i = 1; : : :; m?2, and almost half of the directed edges on the polygon boundaries Bdr(P 2 (t 0 )) and Bdr(P 2 (t m )) can be eliminated. Roughly speaking, the total number of remaining edges in the set CE 2 (a; b) is proportional to the number K e m + (n 0 + n m )=2, where K e is a small constant. Thus, the edge elimination step using the above two criteria signi cantly reduces the number of edges to be processed, which make our algorithm perform signi cantly better than a naive method.
When the sweep object is connected, the planar graph Bdr(P 2 (a; b)) consists of an outermost loop of boundary edges for the overall sweep region S(a; b) = S 2 (a; b) and a nite number of inner loops for holes. Each loop consists of directed boundary edges which have the sweep region interior to its left side with respect to the direction of each edge, i.e., the outermost loop is directed counterclockwise and the hole loops are directed clockwise. These closed loops are all embedded in the graph CE 2 (a; b), i.e., the graph Bdr(P 2 (a; b)) forms a subgraph of CE 2 (a; b), and all the other remaining edges of CE 2 (a; b) belong to Int (P 2 (a; b) ).
The construction of boundary edge loops i 's, for i = 1; : : :; l, for the graph Bdr(P 2 (a; b)) from the graph CE 2 (a; b) of candidate boundary edges is done in two steps, where l is the number of edge loops in P 2 (a; b). In the rst step, we construct all possible edge loops i 's, for i = 1; : : :; l 0 , in the graph CE 2 (a; b) by eliminating all redundant edges of CE 2 (a; b) which do not form closed edge loops, where l l 0 , i.e., some edge loops may belong to Int (P 2 (a; b) ). We denote by CL 2 De nition 3.10 For a directed edge e, the point p ? e (resp. p + e ) denotes its start (resp. end) point.
1. For a point p + e (resp. p ? e ), consider its adjacent edges sorted in a counterclockwise cyclic order.
The edge e ccw (resp. e cw ) denotes the next edge of e in the counterclockwise (resp. clockwise) direction, 2. If the edge e ccw (resp. e cw ) has p + e (resp. p ? e ) as its begin (resp. end) point, the edge e + (resp. e ? ) is de ned to be the edge e ccw (resp. e cw ). Otherwise, the edge e + (resp. e ? ) is de ned to be ;. 3 Elimination of all redundant paths can be done as follows. We examine each edge e in the directed graph CE 2 (a; b), and detect all dangling edges e's which are characterized by e + = ; or e ? = ;. For each dangling edge e, the whole linear path e] is redundant and thus eliminated. After eliminating all redundant paths i = e i ] of the second type, for i = l 0 +1; : : :; L, from the graph CE 2 (a; b), we have a directed graph CL 2 (a; b) which consists of only a nite number of loops i of directed edges, for i = 1; : : :; l 0 . There are also l 0 ?l redundant loops i 's of the rst type, where 1 i l 0 , which are totally contained in Int (P 2 (a; b) ). The region enclosed by a redundant loop is also totally contained in Int (P 2 (a; b) ). Thus, the redundancy of each loop i , for i = 1; : : :; l 0 , is determined by testing whether p i 2 P 2 (a; b), where p i is a point in the right adjacent region R + i of the loop i . That is, i is an edge loop on Bdr (P 2 (a; b) ) if and only if the right adjacent region R + i is contained in the exterior of P 2 (a; b), or equivalently p i 6 2 P 2 (a; b). We may assume the loops i 's, for i = l+1; : : :; l 0 , are all the redundant loops. Figure 7 (f) shows an example of Bdr (P 2 (a; b) ) which contains the correct boundary edge loop after eliminating a redundant edge loop in Figure 7 (e). Thus, we have proven that the algorithm described above constructs the boundary of the polygonal region P 2 (a; b) correctly. For the references in later sections, we state it in the following theorem: 
Implementation Details on Sweep Boundary Construction
We have described how to approximate the sweep region with a union of polygons. We also considered how to construct the boundary of the approximated polygonal region. For the approximation scheme discussed in the previous section, we have to compute V k 2;i for all k's and i's; see Theorem 3.5. Since these are planar convex hulls of only four points, they can be easily computed. For each sweep, there are P m?1 i=0 n i such convex polygons with no more than four vertices, and one polygon with n 0 vertices for the initial object shape. By unioning all these polygons, an approximation to the sweep boundary can be constructed. In this section, we describe the implementation details.
To construct the sweep boundaries, we do local analysis of each polygonal edge and delete any edge which turns out to be in the sweep region interior. The rst local analysis is to give an orientation to each polygon edge so that the polygon interior lies to the left of the edge. We consider the edge orientations from V k 2;i 's and those from all P 2 (t i )'s for this. When an edge has two opposite orientations, one from a P 2 (t i ) and the other from a V k 2;i , or when more than one edges are coincident, but with mixed orientations, all these are not on the sweep boundary and thus are deleted, see Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.9. Incidentally, there are usually many edges deleted in this step. Then, in the next step, we compute all the intersection points among the remaining edges by doing a plane sweep over them, see 32] , and construct a planar graph CE 2 (a; b). Figure 7 illustrates the processes clearly. In the gure, (a) shows the polygons approximating the moving object at several time instances, (b) shows the polygons generated according to Theorem 3.5, (c) shows remaining edges after deleting any edge with two opposite orientations or coincident edges with mixed orientations, and (d) shows the result after the intersection points are found. From (d) we do a local processing on each vertex which is either an edge end vertex or an intersection of two edges. We eliminate all the edges that lead to a vertex with a non-alternating sequence of inward and outward incident edges around the vertex; see Figure 15 . Note that these redundant edges belong to the equivalence classes of the second type as discussed at the end of x 3.6. Then, there remain only polygonal loops of edges which are the planar graph CL 2 (a; b). (e) shows the result Figure 7 : Steps in the algorithm.
after we do a local processing on (d). There are two loops, but one of them does not belong to the boundary. This can be seen from (a), and one could gure out why the loop remains after we do all the above processing. It could only be deleted with a global processing, in which we examine each of the loops to see if it belongs to the interior. Selecting a point in the right adjacent region for each loop, and examining whether the point belongs to at least one polygon from (b), and in that case deleting the loop, would be an appropriate global processing, and could construct the sweep boundary. (f) shows the nal result that describes the boundary of (b). We can also produce a smooth boundary by doing curve-tting on the boundary polygon, see 19, 31, 39] . (g) shows the boundary tted with B ezier cubic curve segments. In the rest of this section, we present implementation details of the sweep operation as outlined above. These are given in C-like pseudo-codes. 
Putting Vertices and Edges Altogether
We rst collect the vertices and edges from the projection of sweep tube. These are actually computed according to Theorem 3.5 and will be considered in the next subsection. Then, we do a plane sweep to nd the intersections between edges, insert them as new vertices, and divide the intersecting edges at the intersection points. After that, we do a local processing at each vertex to nd all the candidate loops of edges for the sweep boundary, followed by a global processing over the loops constructed in the local processing to determine the real boundary loops.
Since we are using nite-precision arithmetic with round-o errors in computing edge intersections, two edges almost overlapping and/or multiple edges sharing almost identical intersection points clustered together in a small neighborhood may cause inconsistencies among the topological decisions made in the plane sweep process. To resolve this problem and guarantee the robustness of our plane sweep algorithm implementation, we adopt the so-called data normalization technique suggested by Milenkovic 30] . The main idea of data normalization is to identify geometric entities within a small neighborhood as a single entity by taking slight data modi cations if necessary. We call the identi ed entities as incident. Data normalization uses two operations vertex shifting and edge cracking to identify geometric incidencies. Vertex shifting identi es the vertices clustered within a small neighborhood as a single vertex by modifying their coordinates into single coordinates; see Figure 8 (a). Further, when a vertex is very near to an edge interior, edge cracking treats this vertex as an edge interior point and subdivides the edge into two subedges sharing this vertex as a common vertex; see Figure 8 (b). When two edges are almost overlapping, the edge crackings occur twice and the two almost identical common subedges are merged into a single edge; see Figure 8 (c). Further, when two long edges meet at a small angle, only short subsegments of them near the intersection point are almost overlapping. Thus, a pseudo vertex is created and two edge crackings of the two edges occur, and the short almost overlapping subedges are merged together; see Figure 8 
(d).
Vertex shiftings can be done simply by inserting the incident vertices with almost identical coordinates into a single vertex node of v-pool, also see the procedure vertex-insert () below. We do edge crackings later in the plane sweep process while we check certain edge pairs whether they are intersecting, almost intersecting, or almost overlapping.
For the methods outlined above, we keep the vertices sorted by the lexicographic y-major and x-minor order. Any incident vertices with the same or almost identical coordinates will share the same vertex node. Further, we keep each edge adjacent at a vertex accessible through the vertex by making the vertex node have a list of the opposite end vertices of its adjacent edges. We call an edge adjacent at a vertex v to be a lower (resp. upper) edge of v if its opposite end vertex falls into the lower (resp. upper) region of v; see Figure 9 .
An edge is oriented so that the object interior lies to the left side of it when we traverse from its starting vertex to its ending vertex. Whenever an edge is inserted into the data structure, we do an edge insertion at each of the starting and ending vertices. At each vertex node, the adjacent edges are kept sorted in a cyclic order. When an edge is inserted at a vertex and overlaps with an edge already adjacent at the vertex, then the two overlapping edges are split so that they do not overlap, by modifying them appropriately according to their orientations; see Figure 10 .
Here are procedures for the manipulations of vertices and edges: if (e 2 = ;) see one of the rst four entries in Figure 10 ; else if (e 1 = ;) see one of the next four; else see one of the rest for the speci cation of actions to take; g
Collecting Vertices and Edges
In this subsection, we consider which vertices and edges to collect from the projection P 2 (a; b) of sweep tube P 3 (a; b). We know from the previous section that we need only to compute the convex hulls of four points p k 2;i , p k+1 2;i , p k 2;i+1 , p k+1 2;i+1 , where p k 2;i p k+1 2;i and p k 2;i+1 p k+1 2;i+1 are two corresponding edges from the sweep object. Figure 11 shows the classi cation of all the possible con gurations of two edges and their convex hulls. Let a 0 and b 0 stand for the starting vertices, and a 1 and b 1 the ending vertices of two edges. Letã denote the vector from a 0 to a 1 , andb the vector from b 0 to b 1 . Further, lã and l~b denote the in nite lines containingã andb respectively. That is, lã could be parametrized as a 0 +ã t a , and l~b as b 0 +b t b , for t a , t b 2 <. Let sign be the z-component ofã b , the cross product ofã andb, when they are considered to be embedded in < 3 with 0's as their z-coordinates. Then, according to the value of sign, we can divide the possible con gurations into two classes: one for the case sign 6 = 0 and the other for sign = 0. When sign 6 = 0, there is an intersection between lã and l~b. Finding the intersection between lã and l~b corresponds to solving the following equation for t a and t b :
a 0 +ã t a = b 0 +b t b According to the values of t a and t b obtained from the above equation, we classify the relative con guration of two edges as shown in Figure 11 . In the gure, the edges to be collected are marked with big white arrows in the middle of them. Small white arrows indicate that although they constitute the boundary of the convex hulls, they need not be collected because both sides of them are the interior of the sweep region, and so they cannot be boundary edges, see Theorem 3.9. As we can see from the gure some convex hulls are degenerate lines; we just make some vertex and edge insertions, and throw them away without further consideration, see x 4.8. Note that black arrows are the orientations of the two edges. mark whether the polygon is really a polygon; mark every edge that has a big white arrow; return the polygon; g
Finding Intersections between Edges
With all the vertices and edges collected from the projection of a sweep tube as discussed in the previous subsections, we are now ready to nd and construct the planar graph of boundaries. In this subsection, we consider how to nd all the intersections between edges and construct the planar graph CE 2 (a; b). Algorithms to nd intersections among a set of line segments are well known from Computational Geometry 32]. In those algorithms, however, it is generally assumed that no three line segments meet at a point, and the segments are not connected end-to-end. Since our vertices and edges do almost always form closed polygons and we can not exclude the case of more than two lines meeting at a point, we have to modify the algorithms to cope with these degenerate situations.
As an intersection point is found, it is inserted as a new vertex into v-pool by the procedure vertexinsert (), and the two edges that produce the intersection point are deleted, divided, and resulting new edges are inserted appropriately with the procedure edge-delete () and edge-insert () of the previous subsection. Once this is done, we could easily obtain the boundary loops of a sweep region by the procedures that are discussed in the following subsections.
We mentioned above that each edge cracking for data normalization can be identi ed in the plane sweep process. That is, it is identi ed as a degenerate intersection of two edges e 1 and e 2 , where a vertex of e 1 (resp. e 2 ) is incident with an interior point of e 2 (resp. e 1 ), but is not incident with any vertex of e 2 (resp. e 1 ). In this case, the edge e 1 (resp. e 2 ) is not subdivided into two subedges at the intersection point and thus there is an edge-insert () procedure call for a null edge in the following check-intersect () procedure. The null edge-insert () call has void e ect. Note that the plane sweep with edge cracking can detect multiple intersections correctly. For example, consider three edges intersecting at an almost identical point. In the plane sweep, two of the edges are intersected rst, and the four subedges are stored in the s-pool and the intersection point is stored in the v-pool. When the third edge comes into play, it has degenerate intersections with any of the four subedges at the previous intersection point and thus edge cracking occurs at this common intersection point. In e ect, the original three edges are subdivided into six subedges sharing a common intersection point.
To nd the intersections between edges, we build up a segment tree by inserting and deleting edges into and from the segment tree s-pool, as we sweep a horizontal line upward over the vertices and edges, in such a way that we can maintain a total order in the segment tree, see 32, 39] . That is, any two segments in the segment tree will have no intersection between them except at the end 
Local Considerations
After all the intersections of edges are found and processed appropriately as in the previous subsections, the vertices and edges satisfy the following conditions: Each vertex has a unique coordinate pair. If two edges overlap or intersect, then they do so only at their end vertices. Each vertex has a list of edges incident to it, and the list of edges is sorted in a cyclic order. In this subsection, we examine each of the vertices to see if we can eliminate some of the edges that do not belong to the boundary. After this local processing, we can be sure that there remain only loops of edges; some of them are real boundary loops, and others not, see Theorem 3.22. Those loops that are not boundary loops, but still left after this local processing, will be deleted by doing a global processing to be discussed in the next subsection.
Each of the edges incident at a vertex v is either inward or outward; inward edges have v as its ending vertex, while outward edges have v as its starting vertex. Let e denote an arbitrary edge incident at v, and let e cw be the edge that appears next to e in the clockwise order, and let e ccw be the edge that appears next to e in the counterclockwise order. Then any inward edge e cannot be a boundary edge if e ccw is also an inward edge, i.e., e + = ;, and similarly any outward edge e cannot be a boundary edge if e cw is also an outward edge, i.e., e ? = ;; see Figure 15 (a) and (b). That is, when we consider edges incident at a vertex v in the counterclockwise direction, we delete any inward edge whose next edge is also inward, and delete any outward edge whose previous edge is also outward; see Figure 15 (c) as an example. Note that a deletion of an edge e may trigger other deletions in adjacent vertices in a cascade fashion, i.e., the deletion of the path e], see De nition 3.10 and Theorem 3.19. Consequently, we have an alternating sequence of inward and outward edges at each vertex. In particular, the number of inward edges and outward edges are the same at each vertex. These facts let us know that we can extract loops in such a way that when an inward edge e is extracted at a vertex, then e ccw is extracted next and connected to e. That is, when we arrive at a vertex through an inward edge e, we leave the vertex through e ccw ; see Figure 16 . Figure 18 : Envelope edges are those edges which are not eliminated by the two criteria of Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.9, and whose end vertices span two polygons approximating consecutive sampled instances of sweep object; envelope vertices are those vertices belonging to envelope edges. Envelope vertices are marked with small circles around and envelope edges are drawn in thick lines. Note that in the upper left gure, the leftmost two edges and the rightmost two edges are not envelope edges, but are drawn to show that nearly half of the vertices and edges from the polygons approximating the rst and the last instances of sweep object are relevant.
polygonal sweep boundary that result after eliminating redundant edges which are classi ed to be contained in the interior of the sweep region by the two criteria of Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.9. The number of vertices and that of edges in the set of candidate boundary edges are roughly K v m + (n 0 + n m )=2, and K e m + (n 0 + n m )=2 respectively, where K v and K e are small constants.
In most of practical situations where the object shape does not change dramatically, the number K v m (resp. K e m) is roughly the number of envelope vertices (resp. envelope edges) of the approximating polygons; see Figure 18 . Further, when the objects are convex, both K v and K e usually lie between 2 and 3. In this case each instance of sweep object adds roughly only two or three vertices and edges to the planar graph CE 2 (a; b), except the two end instances which add roughly half the vertices and the edges of the approximating polygons. Since there may be several sweep objects in a single sweep operation, the numbers become, then, roughly h j=1 fK v m j +(n j 0 +n j m j )=2g, and h j=1 fK e m j + (n j 0 + n j m j )=2g, where h is the number of separate sweep objects in the sweep operation, see x 4.8.
Our simple implementation of the algorithm was tested on seven sets of sweep description data as shown in Figure 19 . In the gure each row is a test run, and the rst three columns of each row are three separate sweeping objects (h = 3). The objects are given simply as ellipses and their trajectories are given as three, four, and two connected B ezier cubic curve segments respectively. The fourth column is the actual input to the sweep () procedure, and the last one is the approximated sweep boundary. Note that the vertices on the approximated sweep boundaries are drawn with small dots, and after row (d) only the vertices are drawn since the sweep boundaries are nearly the same for the rows (d) to (g). Table 1 shows some quantitative measures of the input data for the three sweeping objects for each of the seven runs. For simplicity, sweeping objects are sampled Table 1 : Characteristics about the input data for the seven test runs. For each run, the numbers of vertices and edges after each of the main steps are shown in Table 2 . Those in the column labeled SweepTube are just computed as 3 j=1 m j i=0 n j i for vertices (#v), and as 3 j=1 (n j 0 + 2 m j i=1 n j i ) for edges (#e). When n j i 's are all the same for each j, i.e., for each sweep object, these correspond to the numbers of vertices and edges from the projection of sweep tubes; see Figure 20 (a). In the column ConvexHull are those after the convex hulls of corresponding edges are generated and the two criteria of Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.9 are applied to eliminate edges that fall inside the sweep region; see Figure 20 (b). In the column K are K v and K e that was mentioned at the beginning of this section. Note that they have values between 2 and 3 as expected. In the column #p is the number of the so-called sweep region elements which are polygons whose union cover the entire sweep region, see Theorem 3.5, and used when global processing is needed to delete redundant loops. In the columns Intersect, Local, and Global are, respectively, those after intersection points of edges are found, local processing is done at each vertex; see Figure 20 (c), and nally global processing is done to get the approximate polygonal sweep boundary. Table 2 : Numbers of vertices and edges remaining after each main procedure. We have run the program on SUN4/370CXP with the UNIX gprof(1) execution pro ling command to measure the execution time of each main procedure together with its percentage of the total execution time. For each run, the column conversion of Table 3 below shows the number of milliseconds spent in converting from the sweep description data to actual coordinates and its percentage of the total time. The columns ConvexHull, Intersect, Local, and Global contain the times spent in their respective procedures, and directly correspond to those in Table 2 . The column total contains the total execution time of each run, and the ratio of each run is just the total time divided by the corresponding number of vertices from the projection of sweep tube which is in the column SweepTube of Table 3 : Timing of each procedure measured by the UNIX gprof(1) command (in SUN4/370CXP).
As can be seen from the table, the times in the column conversion, ConvexHull are proportional to the numbers of vertices from the sweep tubes as in the column SweepTube of Table 2 . The times in the column Intersect are proportional to the numbers of edges in the column ConvexHull of Table 2 , and the times in Local are proportional to the numbers of vertices in the column Intersect of Table 2 . The times spent in the global processing are most signi cant but it does less work than any other procedures in producing the approximate polygonal sweep boundary. Since, in general cases, it seems that there are not so many loops to be deleted, and loops to be deleted contain only small number of edges, the global processing can be replaced by another less time-consuming procedures, such as interactive selection of loops by users, etc. One may also use sweep boundaries of previous simple runs, say run (a), (b), or (c), in deleting redundant loops of later more expensive runs. That is, one may take less subdivisions of the input data to generate rough sweep boundaries quickly and use these in the global processing of runs with more subdivisions to delete redundant loops. 6 Examples and Applications
Sweeping as a Design Tool
A direct application of the algorithm is to a font design system which designs each character as a 2D brush sweep. Note that Knuth's METAFONT system 24], models each Roman character as a 2D sweep of pen, whose shape change is somewhat limited.
To illustrate simple examples of its usage, we consider elliptic brushes which could change its orientation as well as the lengths along its major and minor axes. Ghosh 10] also demonstrated the usage of elliptic pens in designing shapes in the system PaLATINO. Figure 21 illustrates some intermediate steps in designing a shape. In (a), a trajectory is given as a B ezier curve segment with four control points, and in (b), we place ellipses at the control points so that they control the shape of the brush along the trajectory. (c) shows the ellipses generated to interpolate the brush shape along the trajectory, and the control ellipses in gray. (d) shows the outline polygon constructed from (c), and (e) shows the curve segments tting the polygon. Finally, (f) shows the shape with the interior lled in.
Figures 22 and 23 demonstrate its exibility as a design tool. In each of the gures, (a) shows the design steps, and (b) the result. By modifying the data de ning the brush shape or the trajectory, we have shapes of di erent qualities in (c), (d), (e), and (f). We can also change both the brush shape and the trajectory simultaneously. Figure 24 shows an example of character decoration with o sets. We repeatedly apply the algorithm on the same trajectory but with brushes of various sizes to obtain such an e ect. 
Sweep Boundary of a 2D Dynamic Multi-link System
As mentioned in x 2 we can use the sweep volume computation to compute the workspace for a robot moving among obstacles. We demonstrate such a computation with a simpli ed 2D multi-link system. Figure 25 (a) is a simpli ed multi-link system with dynamically changing link shapes. We take appropriate samples like as in (b), then a polygonal approximation to the sweep boundary is computed as in (c). Finally, the sweep boundary is curve-tted in (d).
Conclusions
We have described an algorithm to approximate the general sweep boundaries of 2D objects moving along their own trajectories while changing their shapes dynamically. The algorithm produces polygonal approximations to the sweep boundaries within a given error bound >0. We can further make the polygonal boundaries into smooth ones by doing (cubic) curve tting. The underlying idea about the approach is very simple. We have described the ideas and the implementation details, and showed a direct applications of the algorithm to two dimensional shape modeling and robotics.
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